Level 5-6+- You have coloured the statements into categories (groups). You have described and explained fully the problems that Afsana is having to face which are forcing her to migrate. You have frequently used keywords and given definitions for each. You have used a clear structure (Introduction…Conclusion) to complete your write up. You have linked all the migration issues with the causes of the problem and given your own suggestions/opinions.

Level 4-5 - You have coloured most of the statements into categories (groups). You have described and begun to explain the migration mystery issues and what has occurred over time (hint- cause, effect and response). You have used some keywords and described what some mean. You have tried to use a structure to complete your write up. Linked statements relating to the migration and climate change.

Level 3-4 - You have coloured some of the statements into categories (groups). You have briefly described the cause of the issue. Lacks explanation and keywords with definitions. Basic statements with little/no reference to how they impact on migration and Afsana.